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Executive summary
The Cabin Lift is an unusually complex example of a rare but distinctive building type that
became a feature of a select number of British seaside resorts towards the end of the 19 th
century. In many coastal towns, cliffs often presented a physical barrier between the
residential districts and the main tourist attraction of the beach. A number of solutions were
devised to overcome this problem, made possible by contemporary advances in engineering
technology. Funicular railways were normally the first choice, and a large number of these
still remain in operation around the UK. Where limited space on the foreshore precluded
this method, a vertical lift was often substituted. The presence of the new boating lake on
Blackpool’s North Shore dictated the choice of such a lift, which was principally intended to
convey tourists from the tramway and hotels to the pool and other facilities on the lower
promenade. It was completed in 1930, to the designs of John Charles Robinson, Blackpool’s
prolific Borough Surveyor.
Of the ten extant cliff lifts in the UK, five have been listed, all with Grade II status. Among
these, the Cabin Lift was listed following a local campaign, in 2010. The opportunity
afforded by the topography to make an architectural statement was not lost on the
designers of these specialised structures, and the Cabin Lift is no exception. Its dramatic
appearance, in combination with a unique range of facilities under one roof, has contributed
to the decision to confer statutory protection. The building is situated within the recently
designated North Promenade Conservation Area, and it adjoins several listed and locally
listed structures, including the Genting Casino, the Boating Lake and the Pulhamite artificial
cliffs.
A general decline in numbers visiting Blackpool since the Second World War, and the Cabin
Lift’s remoteness from the resort’s centre of activity, have resulted in its closure and doubts
about its long term future.
Listed building status should ensure that all reasonable options for the building’s reuse will
be fully considered, and that there will always be a presumption in favour of its retention.
The purpose of this Conservation Statement is to provide the decision maker with the
requisite background information to enable best practice in the consideration of options for
the future of the listed building. It explains the historic context of the building and its
environs, itemises the degrees of significance attached to various aspects on and around the
site, and discusses matters that may arise in any proposed future use of the site.
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1. Introduction
The Cabin Lift stands to the north of Blackpool’s town centre, in a district characterised by
large hotels and small guesthouses. The lift and the associated tram stop take their name
from Uncle Tom’s Cabin, an early entertainment complex which was situated well away
from the principal attractions. Its name derives from the 1852 novel by Harriet Beecher
Stowe, which dealt with contemporary themes of slavery in the United States. This becames
a worldwide best seller, but it has been accused of romanticism and double standards in the
years since publication. ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ in Blackpool was opened soon after the book
appeared. The name could have been chosen in order to capitalise on the popularity of the
book, or because of its association with minstrel groups; alternatively it could have been an
acknowledgement of the timber buildings’ ramshackle appearance.
The once remote location took on a different character with the amalgamation of the two
local tramways, which resulted in a continuous route along the coast to Fleetwood. The
coastal strip from the North Pier to Uncle Tom’s Cabin came to be regarded as a select area
for the more prosperous visitor. Large hotels overlooked the sea, with smaller boarding
houses lining the new streets behind them. Most of this development took place in the first
three decades of the 20th century, concurrently with extensions to the promenades at both
upper and lower levels. The area to the north remained open for a few more years,
eventually being developed for residential, rather than commercial purposes. The opening
of the Boating Lake, originally intended as an open air swimming bath, in 1923, prompted
the decision to locate the Cabin Lift at this location.
John Charles Robinson’s tenure as Borough Surveyor saw the construction of many of
Blackpool’s more significant public buildings, such as the Derby Baths, Harrowside Sun
Parlours, Town Hall extension and Stanley Park Café. His style evolved from a stripped
classical to an understated Art Deco through the 1930s. The Cabin Lift belongs to the former
type. His design is unique among the surviving cliff lifts in that it incorporates a lift tower,
tram shelter and public conveniences in one structure. The use of light coloured brickwork
with decorative faience dressings is a common theme with Robinson’s buildings, suggestive
of an intention to stamp Blackpool Corporation’s property with an identifiable house style
or brand. This approach shares much in common with London Transport’s unifying
‘corporate image’, which was being developed at the same time.

Planning background and ownership
The Cabin Lift was commissioned by Blackpool Corporation, and has remained in the
Councils ownership since its completion in 1930. It is currently tenanted to the proprietor of
the go-kart track, which occupies the former Boating Pool, but it is only used as a registered
address for the business, and is otherwise currently vacant. It was listed Grade II in 2010,
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and it is included within the North Promenade Conservation Area, which was designated in
2018. The artificial cliffs adjoining the Cabin Lift are locally listed, as is ‘The Castle’(now the
Genting Casino), which stands to the north east of the lift.
The Cabin Lift was closed in 1979, following cliff subsidence, and it has experienced long
periods of inactivity since that time, being reopened for only two seasons after replacement
of the lift equipment in 1991. While returning the lift to its original function remains a
possibility, thoughts can be given towards new uses, in the event this becomes unviable. An
important feature of any future development proposals is that they must consider possible
negative impacts on the Cabin Lift and its setting.
As a listed building, the Cabin Lift is subject to the normal planning process as outlined in
the National Planning Policy Framework (2012), Listed Building Consent, and also to
Blackpool Council’s own heritage policies. In particular, the local authority’s relevant Core
Policy, CS8: Heritage, states:
‘Proposals should be supported that:
a. Retain, reuse or convert, whilst conserving and enhancing the significance of
designated and non-designated heritage assets and their setting
b. Enhance the setting and views of heritage assets through appropriate design and
layout of new development and design of public realm
c. Strengthen the existing townscape character created by historic buildings.’
This Conservation Statement has been commissioned by Blackpool Council as a means to
identify the values of the structure and its surroundings, and to examine the various issues
which may impact upon its future as an important feature of the seafront. It examines the
historic, social and architectural background, and uses the information derived from this to
assess the significance of the structure and its environment. These conclusions inform a
series of recommended policies, which appear at the end of the document.
Conservation has been variously defined as
1) ‘The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a way that
sustains and where appropriate enhances its significance.’ (Annex 2: Glossary,
National Planning Policy Framework, Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2012).
2) ‘The process of managing change to a significant place in its setting in ways that will
best sustain its heritage values, while recognizing opportunities to reveal or reinforce
those values for present and future generations.’ (p71, Conservation Principals,
English Heritage, 2008).
3) ‘All operations designed to understand a property, know its history and meaning,
ensure its material safeguard and, if required, its restoration and enhancement.‘ (The
Nara Document on Authenticity, ICOMOS, 1994).
5
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2. Understanding the structure and its physical context
By the close of the 19th century, Blackpool had already become established as the north of
England’s principal seaside resort. The tradition of Wakes Weeks, coupled with the town’s
relative proximity to the Lancashire mill districts, had ensured that a regular and increasing
supply of visitors could be guaranteed to return each season. Foremost among the public
works projects that were initiated by Blackpool Corporation to meet the new demands was
the construction of spacious promenades on the seafront. Earlier sea defences had proved
inadequate in the protection of the vulnerable coast line from erosion, and it was decided
that the only durable solution lay in a properly specified concrete sea wall. As well as
offering reassurance to those whose properties faced the sea, there was the additional
benefit of a greatly enlarged promenade, which kept pedestrians away from the hazards of
the tramway.

2.1 Historical background
Although the structure under discussion appeared in a specific period of Blackpool’s history,
the site on which it is located has undergone significant changes since the town began to
develop as a notable resort in the 18th century. For ease of reference, these have been set
out below in chronological order.
Note: BCM refers to Blackpool Corporation Minutes
1754
Bishop Richard Pococke records that ‘At Blackpool, near the sea, are accommodations for
people who come to bathe.’ (Brodie and Whitfield, 5). Blackpool predated other well-known
sea bathing resorts by several decades, but large-scale development did not start until the
mid-19th century. In its early days it catered for a prosperous clientele.
1789
The first promenade is built. It is 5 metres wide and 183 metres long, and is described by
William Hutton as a ‘pretty grass walk on the verge of the sea bank.’ (Brodie and Whitfield,
15).
1840s
Contemporary illustrations show a line of boarding houses developing along the cliff top
(Brodie and Whitfield, 4,10,15).
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Fig.1 Yates’s map of Lancashire, 1786. The Cabin Lift site is between Warbreck and
Bispham (Blackpool Local History Centre)
1841
Continual erosion leads to the construction of the first sea defences (Brodie and Whitfield,
23).
1846
The first rail link is opened, followed by accelerated development of the town, though it
continues to be an essentially middle-class resort (Brodie and Whitfield, 25). Properties on
the seafront have more floors than those inland, since they had a higher value as lodgings
(Brodie and Whitfield, 31).
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Fig.2

Ordnance Survey, 1844. Cabin Lift site at top edge (Blackpool Local History Centre)

c1850
A refreshment stall was opened by Margaret Parkinson, later developing into the assembly
hall and entertainment centre known as Uncle Tom’s Cabin (Lightbown and Wood, 12). At
its height the site incorporated the adjoining Cabin Farm, and featured swings and a
switchback railway (Fig.6). Harriet Beecher Stowe’s bestselling novel was published in 1852,
9

and the adoption of its title appears to be an attempt to capitalise from its popularity.
Associations with minstrel singing groups or the impermanent nature of the wooden
buildings may be alternative explanations.

Fig.3

Earth cliffs at Uncle Tom’s Cabin (Blackpool’s Progress, plate 196)

Fig.4

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, c 1867, prior to extension (Lightbown and Wood, plate 11)
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Fig.5

Uncle Tom’s Cabin after enlargement (Blackpool’s Progress, plate 146)

1863
Central Station is opened. This is much closer to the seafront than Talbot Road Station, and
it stimulates development along the coastline, including the North Pier (Brodie and
Whitfield, 39,40), and hotels towards Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
1871
The passing of the Bank Holidays Act grants four extra days to workers. This action, in
addition to the already established Wakes Weeks, leads to a surge in demand for
accommodation (Brodie and Whitfield, 51).
1878
The Winter Gardens, ‘the first, almost industrial-scale entertainment facilities’ are opened.
Other attractions appear, and the Central Station is enlarged to cope with the influx of large
numbers of visitors (Brodie and Whitfield, 55).
1885
Britain’s first electric tramway is opened; this runs along the seafront via the existing
promenade (Brodie and Whitfield, 61).
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Fig.6

Ordnance Survey, 1893 (Blackpool Local History Centre)

1894
Opening of Blackpool Tower (Brodie and Whitfield, 65).
1895-99
The North Shore Works, new sea defences incorporating a promenade, are built between
Cocker Square and Gynn Square (Wood, 19).
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1898
14 July
Opening of the Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad (Wikipedia). The route ran along the
coast from Fleetwood via Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and turned inland through Blackpool town
centre at Gynn Square.
1899
The granite defences of 1868 had proved ineffective, prompting Blackpool Corporation to
obtain an Act of Parliament to widen the promenade and construct new defences
approximately 2 miles long (Brodie and Whitfield, 89).
1900
The Blackpool Corporation Tramway, which had initially operated along the central part of
the sea front, was extended to Gynn Square, where a connection was made with the
Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad (Wikipedia). It became possible to travel along the
whole length of the coast from Lytham to Fleetwood, with a change between the systems at
Gynn Square.
1908
January
As a result of serious coastal erosion, the original Uncle Tom’s Cabin was demolished. Cabin
farm was also swept away, to permit the residential development of the Gynn Estate to
begin (Lightbown and Wood, 12). The name was preserved in the replacement building,
constructed inland of the tramway, to the south of the Cabin Lift site.
1910-11
The promenade extension from North Pier to Cocker Square was constructed between
October 1910 and September 1911, using basalt from the Giant’s Causeway (Wood, 33).
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Fig.7

Erosion of earth cliffs at Uncle Tom’s Cabin. (Blackpool’s Progress, plate 196)
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Fig.8

Ordnance Survey, 1912 (Blackpool Local History Centre)

1917
It was estimated that the North Shore cliffs had been eroding at the rate of two yards per
year until 1917. Blackpool Corporation sought to obtain powers to enable the construction
of an extended sea wall, and to protect the cliffs, by considering amalgamation with the
Urban District of Bispham with Norbreck. Accordingly, a Bill was promoted and obtained in
Parliament to achieve this aim (James, p80).
15

1920
1 January
The Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad was acquired by Blackpool Corporation (Wikipedia).
The line was unified with the Corporation’s system, which made through travel along the
entire route more practicable.
1921
By this time, 1,980 yards of sea wall had been completed. The works included a section
projecting out from the coast, opposite Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which was intended to enclose a
proposed open air bath (the future Boating Pool). Costs to date amounted to £80,000
(James, p80).
1923
With the immediate threat to the cliffs from the sea resolved, consideration was given
towards their reinforcement. The loose and unstable nature of the geology meant that
deterioration would be a continuing problem. A concrete retaining wall might have provided
the most straightforward solution, but it was appreciated that the cliffs had a picturesque
quality which was worth retaining in some form. The Borough Engineer and Surveyor,
Francis Wood, who oversaw the comprehensive scheme for the North Shore improvements,
devised a solution which was both structurally effective and visually appealing:
‘At the Gynn a scheme commences which was inaugurated to preserve the natural amenities
of the cliffs. The face of the cliff from the base is retained in position by artificial rockery, and
above, where the slope makes its natural inclination, grasses were planted, and after a
number of experiments with various kinds, a degree of success has been obtained. From the
top of the cliffs to the Lower Walk, footpaths have been constructed in a pleasing and
artisitic manner, natural stone rubble walling being built where necessary, and paths formed
with crazy paving’ (Wood, p323).
Whilst being a completely artificial confection, this method allowed something of the
natural character of the cliffs to be preserved. It was felt that ‘any feature which will be
attractive, striking, and at the same time pleasing to the eye, has a much greater effect on
the health than many people realise, or would be the case with plain and unattractive work’
(Wood, p 323).
The sculpted cliffs have been referred to as ‘Francis Wood’s concrete outcrops’ (Rennison,
p213), but they are equally significant for the extensive and late employment of the
patented artificial rock known as ‘Pulhamite’. This was the principal product of the
manufacturer James Pulham and Son, ‘garden craftsmen and rock workers’, which had been
established at Broxbourne, Hertfordshire, in the 19th century. The secret recipe contained
sand, Portland cement and clinker, sculpted over a core of rubble and crushed bricks (Curl
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and Wilson, p606), and its proven durability in all weathers led to its adoption at many
diverse locations such as garden waterfalls, grottoes, ruined follies and promenade walks.
The Gazette and Herald described the process involved in the first phase of North Shore
works (Fig.9), and the same technique seems to have been repeated, with sight variation,
when the cliffs were rebuilt around the lift tower a few years later.

Fig.9

‘Pulhamite’ construction. Gazette and Herald, 23 January 1923 (Ted Lightbown)

Another incentive for the works programme, in addition to the obvious requirement to
protect the coast, was to provide unemployment relief. This factor would have been
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particularly significant at the time of the Great Depression, which coincided with the
planning and construction of the Cabin Lift:
‘Many of these works were, to a considerable extent, put in hand to assist in solving the
problem of the unemployed. At some periods the number of workmen engaged has been up
to 2,000 (mainly on the works involving capital expenditure), and it is with regret we have to
discharge men in large numbers who have given excellent service, are capable and fit,
especially at a time when there is displacement taking place throughout the country’ (Wood,
p328).
One of the benefits of this policy was that large-scale developments such as the
Promenades and Colonnades could be constructed on a palatial scale at a relatively lower
cost than would have been possible in a healthier economy. The promise of future revenue
that would be gained from increasing numbers of visitors attracted by the new amenities
helped to justify the investment, at a time when the economic outlook appeared outwardly
bleak:
‘Blackpool, like other authorities, to some extent has been mortgaging the future works to
provide labour with employment in the hope of the present depression disappearing, on the
principle that the present is here, the future must look after itself’ (Wood, p329).
Aside from the coastal improvements, the interwar period also saw the construction of
many of Blackpool’s other important facilities, such as the South Shore Open Air Baths, the
Derby Baths and the Bus Station, incorporating a multi-storey car park. It seems plausible
that the above reasons may have been partly responsible for influencing these and other
commissions.
1925
18 February
The Highways Committee ‘resolved that the site of the North Shore bath be granted to
Messrs J & T Maxwell for boating purposes for a term of three years’ (BCM, p86).
17 June
At the Highways Committee meeting, the Improvement Sub-Committee resolved ‘that as
soon as the Ministry of Health has issued sanction to loan, the first works to be put in hand
shall be the construction of the parapet wall on the edge of the sea wall, and the
construction of sloping walks, not less than four in number, opposite the following
positions: Red Bank Road, Cavendish Road, north of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and opposite
Princess Road’.
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It was also resolved ‘that the experimental work of planting the cliff and also the crust of
rough rubble work at the foot of the cliff be continued, and that when the work of shaping
the cliff is carried out, the planting of grasses be done simultaneously’ (BCM, p312).
There are various references in the Minutes for 1925 to Blackpool Corporation’s
negotiations for the purchase of cliffs and foreshore at Bispham.
22 July
Highways Committee: ‘Read: letter of 7 July 1925, from Mr Bert Snape, renewing his
proposal for the erection of an escalator at the cliffs at Bispham’ (BCM, p372).
1926
No information concerning the lift proposals appears in the Minutes.

Fig.10 Postcard view, circa 1926
1927
12 October
The Highways Committee ‘resolved that the Borough Surveyor be instructed to proceed
with the work of construction of lifts at the North Shore cliffs, on the lines shown on the
plan now submitted’ (BCM, p529). This may refer to the designs illustrated in Figs 11-13.
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1928
27 February
The Tramways and Electric Committee proposed discussions between officials to consider
the ‘layout of the cliffs between the old borough boundary and the Cabin halt as affecting
tramway traffic’ (BCM, p97).
18 July
The Highways Committee agreed to the appointment of a special sub-committee ‘to further
consider the scheme now submitted’ (BCM, p354). It was also recommended that the
Tramways Committee ‘consider the advisability of removing the iron rails along the tramway
at Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ (BCM, p355).
12 December
The Highways Committee ‘resolved that the submitted plan be approved’ (BCM, p650).
1929
21 January
The Cleansing Committee ‘resolved that this Committee approve the proposal to construct
lavatories at Uncle Tom’s Cabin in connection with the provision of an elevator, and that the
Highway Committee be informed accordingly (BCM, p11).
29 January
Tramways and Electric Committee: The Resolution of the Highways (Improvement) Sub
Committee of 6 December 1928 was read out: ‘that the plan now submitted by the Borough
Surveyor showing lift tower, lavatories and shelter proposed to be erected on the cliffs at
North Shore opposite the boating pool, be approved, and that the Tramways and Electric
Committee be asked to agree thereto’. This was agreed, subject to satisfactory
arrangements being made as to the apportionment of the cost of the work (BCM, p46).
15 November
‘That the Chairman (Alderman Fenton), Vice Chairman (Councillor Swarbrick), Aldermen
Lumb and Mather, and the Councillors representing the two Northern Wards who are
members of the Improvement Sub Committee, namely: Councillors Fielding, Newman and
Thickett, and Councillors Fenton and G. Whittaker, be appointed a Special Cliffs and
Foreshore Sub Committee for the following purposes:
To view cliffs and recommend on which sections of protective work shall be carried out,
having regard to the extent of erosion taking place;
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The consideration of a proposed scheme for the erection of a lift tower and other buildings
on the North Shore cliffs;
To consider the question of any additional side walks on the North Shore cliffs’.

Fig.11 Proposed plan (Blackpool Council)
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Fig.12 Plan of proposed lavatories (Blackpool Council)

Fig.13 Proposed elevations (Blackpool Council)
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1930
10 February
The Highways Committee resolved that ‘the action of the Chairman (Alderman Fenton), the
Vice Chairman (Coun. Swarbrick) and Coun. Newman in inspecting types of lifts at Bolton
and Manchester, and their report thereon, be approved’. It was also resolved that ‘the
tender now submitted from Messrs Wadsworth & Co Sons Ltd, for supply and delivery of lift
at the lift tower at North Shore be accepted; that the Town Clerk be instructed to prepare
the requisite contract and that the Common Seal of the Corporation be affixed thereto’
(BCM, p95).

Fig.14 Wadsworth advertisement, 1923 (Grierson)
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Fig.15 Arrangement of typical 1920s lift installation (Grierson)
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19 February
The Cleansing Committee ‘to take charge of the public lavatories now being constructed in
connection with the lift at North Shore’ (BCM, p102). This was agreed on 21 March.
The Parks Committee ‘to administer working of the lift, and the Transport Committee to
take charge of the tram shelter’ (BCM, p102). This was agreed on 24 March.
24 March
Approval was obtained for ‘the removal of the old tram shelter at Uncle Tom’s Cabin’. A
flagged crossing was to be provided over the tramway opposite the new shelter (BCM,
p172).
8 April
Construction progress is featured in the West Lancashire Evening Gazette. The same
photograph and caption appears in the 12 April edition of the Gazette and Herald.

Fig.16 Cabin Lift under construction (Ted Lightbown)
18 April
The lift was opened to the general public. According to a report in the Lancashire Evening
Post of 21 November, it broke down after only two days’ use, and was not ready again until
11 May (Fig.19). An unattributed contemporary account quoted by Marjorie Fielden James
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states: ‘At Uncle Tom’s Cabin, an electric lift capable of holding 25 people has been
installed, and provision is made for an additional lift when this becomes desirable’ (p81).
Note: the Evening Gazette of 18 April, which may have reported on the opening, is missing
from the microfilm collection at Blackpool Local History Centre.
25 April
The Parks Committee’s special sub-committee considered the hours and method of working
(BCM, p217).
11 May
The lift was reopened for public use.
23 May
The Parks Committee’s special sub-committee considered arrangements for working the lift,
and authorised the Parks Superintendent to purchase four automatic ticket machines and
an additional one-way turnstile (BCM, p270).
6 August
The Evening Gazette illustrated the new lift under the headline ‘Ever-changing
Blackpool’(Fig.17). The caption read: ‘Looking South from the Cliffs at Bispham, showing the
Lift and New Promenade, where improvements are continually being made’.

Fig.17 Evening Gazette, 6 August 1930 (Blackpool Local History Centre)
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23 August
Another view of the new development was depicted in the Evening Gazette (Fig.18): ‘A new
and picturesque view at North Shore, shows the lift in the cliffs from across the boatingpool’.

Fig.18 Evening Gazette, 23 August 1930 (Blackpool Local History Centre)
21 November
The Lancashire Evening Post reported on the popularity of the Cabin Lift in its first season,
following the rectification of initial teething troubles. From May to October it carried
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‘158,346 passengers, 120,246 on the upward journey and 38,100 on the downward journey.
The total receipts were £659’ (Fig.19).

Fig.19 21 Nov 1930 Lancs Evening Post (Ted Lightbown)
1931
19 June
The Parks Committee resolved: ‘that the application, now submitted, by the Town Clerk,
from the LMSR Co., for the permission of the Council to the fixing of a glazed frame for the
Blackpool Arrival and Departure sheet at the entrance to the lift at the Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
be acceded to’ (BCM, p304).
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Fig.20 Ordnance Survey, 1932 (Blackpool Local History Centre)
1933
18 January
The Highways Committee resolved ‘that the Borough Surveyor be instructed to prepare a
scheme for the further development of the North Shore Boating Pool’ (BCM, p23).
The first streamlined trams were introduced to the system. These took various forms
through the decade: the ‘Railcoaches’ of 1933 were complemented by the ‘Balloons’ and
‘Open Boats’ from the following year onwards (Wikipedia). They were the most visible part
29

of a five-year modernisation plan for the tramway, under the control of Walter Luff, the
Corporation’s transport manager (Wikipedia). The renewed fleet, together with the
substantial ‘tram stations’ at the Cabin Lift, Little Bispham and Bispham, suggest that the
authorities were aspiring towards the type of unified corporate image that was being
adopted so successfully by London Transport about the same time.
1934
23 February
The Parks Committee referred to operating problems with the lift: ‘examined on behalf of
Municipal Mutual Insurance Ltd., defects reported, Parks Superintendent to arrange for
remedial works’ (BCM, p106).
18 April
The Highways Committee refers to a tender from Pickover and Sykes for two shelters at
Little Bispham. In the absence of firm evidence, this might suggest that the same company
was chosen as contractor for the Cabin Lift (BCM, p237).
1936
25 September
The Parks Committee ‘resolved, after receiving a letter from Blackpool and Fylde Society for
the Blind (dated 24.8.36), that the Committee would agree to blind persons being permitted
to travel free in the lift’ (BCM, p772).
16 October
‘The Parks Superintendent submitted a letter dated 1 October 1936, from the Transport
General Manager, with reference to the condition of the lift at North Shore, and suggesting
that an additional lift might be constructed in the vacant shaft in the building. Estimates are
to be provided for the next financial year’ (BCM, p861).
9 December
Baths Committee: the Maxwells, tenants of the Boating Pool, were permitted to construct a
‘track for miniature motor cars’ (BCM, p1265).
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1938

Fig.21 Ordnance Survey, 1938 (Blackpool Local History Centre)
22 June
The Highways Committee reported that the Bispham, Norbreck and Anchorsholme
Ratepayers’ Association had written ‘to request consideration for a lift in the vicinity of Little
Bispham Tram Station between Lower walk and the top of the cliffs’ (BCM, p664). It is
assumed that this proposal was postponed, and subsequently abandoned, as a result of the
outbreak of war the following year.
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Fig.22 Aerial view from coast, 1946 Intermediate level entrance in use (Historic England)

Fig.23 Mid-20th century postcard view, showing context as originally planned
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Fig.24 1950s postcard view, showing south elevations of tram shelter and bridge link

Fig.25 1960s postcard view. Apart from the sealed intermediate entrance, all original
features are still intact
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Fig.26 The Cabin Lift shelter decorated for the Illuminations, and with third track for
terminating trams, c1955
1979
At an unstated date the lift was closed to the public, ‘due to cliff subsidence, which caused
the lift shaft to twist and the bridge link to settle’ (Easdown).
1981
It was estimated that the total cost of repairing the Cabin Lift would amount to £250,000
(Blackpool Gazette, 9 August 2012).
1989
18 July
Permission was granted for the alteration of the lift entrances at the upper and lower levels.
Details of the work undertaken was not specified.
October
Work commenced to return the lift to public service (Easdown, p8).
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Fig.27 A mid-20th century view, showing the family resemblance shared with the other
Robinson-designed tram shelters (Ted Lightbown)
1991
March
The Cabin Lift reopened for public service, the restoration having cost £85,000. It was
operated with an attendant for two seasons, but closed after proving to be uneconomic
(Easdown, p8). This work would probably have included the replacement of the Wadsworth
lift equipment with the Otis installation now present. Replacement of the damaged bridge
link resulted in the loss of the segmental arch, with its faience voussoirs. It is likely that the
tram shelter was demolished around this time to facilitate access for the bridge repairs;
increasing anti-social behaviour and vandalism probably influenced the decision for its
removal in order to save maintenance costs.
2007
Consent was granted for the display of advertisements at the upper entrance level. This was
in connection with the newly established go-kart track which had been installed in the
former boating pool.
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2008
Certain elements of the structure had begun to deteriorate since the closure of the lift. The
roof was subject to leakage, some of the faience work was becoming detached, and window
joinery was decaying. In response, Blackpool Council recommended the preparation of a
repair schedule.
2009
Blackpool Council commissioned a structural report from Hermolle Associates Ltd. Existing
vertical cracks at the base of the north and south elevations were monitored, evidence
suggesting that they were long-established and not a matter for immediate concern. It was
concluded that the structure was in a generally good condition, and had stood up well in a
very exposed location.
2010
8 March
The Cabin Lift was granted Listed Grade II status by English Heritage. This followed a second
campaign from a local resident, whose earlier application had proved unsuccessful. In its
assessment, English Heritage stated that ‘such is the rarity of seaside lifts that all examples
that survive in anything like their original condition are good candidates for designation’.
The Cabin Lift was considered ‘of interest both locally and nationally as part of the history of
the development of seaside resorts’.
2011
Email correspondence between the tenant of the go-kart track and Blackpool Council
indicated concern about the increasing levels of vandalism. The council also expressed the
view that the vertical cracks on the north and south elevations were getting longer, and
recommended that a method of pinning back should be devised. The Fire Brigade, which
made use of the lift tower in practice drills, issued a dangerous structure report regarding
displaced faience to the north elevation.
2012
9 August
The Blackpool Gazette reported that a fund of £11,000 had been raised for repairs. It
comprised £8,000 from the ward budget of the Warbreck councillors Joyce Delves and Tony
Brown, and £3,000 from the Beacon Area Panel. The money was allocated for repairs to the
tower roof. Hopes were expressed for the future reopening of the lift. The timber roof
structure and copper covering were renewed in a style matching the original.
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2013
7 June
A letter received by Blackpool Council from Paul Maynard MP expressed the concerns of a
constituent who sought improved access between the upper and lower promenades.
Reinstatement of the lift was desirable, as the cliff paths were too steep for wheelchair
users. In response, it was stated that the principal obstacle to this was the absence of an
alarm button, which would be required if the lift were to be operated without an attendant.
2015
A further structural report from Hermolle Associates Ltd noted that there had been no
significant deterioration since 2009, and that the building remained in good structural
condition.
An informal proposal for the conversion of the Cabin Lift to residential use was received by
Blackpool Council. The basic form would have remained intact, but alterations would have
included additional accommodation under the bridge link, enlarged windows to the former
toilets, and a series of large new openings down the full height of the west elevation. The
proposal did not proceed to the planning application stage.
2018
Blackpool Council published an appraisal for a proposed North Promenade Conservation
Area, to include the area around the Cabin Lift. It was formally designated on 11 February
2019.

2.2 Architectural description
Exterior
The Cabin Lift is located at a point where the difference in levels between the upper and
lower promenades is approximately 20 metres. The weak nature of the cliffs in this area led
to their extensive reinforcement in the early 1920s, which was undertaken simultaneously
with the construction of the sea wall and the boating lake. The lower half of the cliff is faced
with the artificial stone known as Pulhamite, while the remainder consists of a steep, grassy
bank, sloping up towards the upper promenade. The arrangement of artificial rocks imitates
the strongly horizontal characteristics of sedimentary sandstone geology, employing the use
of large irregular blocks. This contrasts with the more random approach that the Pulham
company had adopted in the area to the south of the Cabin Lift. The cliff abutting the lift
tower is further reinforced with a secondary lower terrace at its base, but this does not
extend beyond the length of the adjoining boating lake, which it overlooks.
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The most striking feature of the Cabin Lift is its tower. Although built into the face of the
cliff, it is free-standing for most of its height, making it a prominent landmark when viewed
from the lower promenade.

Fig.28 General view from north west
The principal material of the Cabin Lift is a light red brick, laid in English bond. Dressings and
other details are in an off-white faience. All architectural embellishment is concentrated
towards the upper part of the tower, where it is most clearly noticeable. A frieze of moulded
swags is surmounted by a dentilled cornice below a copper-clad pyramidal roof with a flag
pole. False windows on three sides of the upper landing are framed within aedicules with
corbelled balustrades. The west window is flanked by stylised moulded details in faience.
Below this level the tower walls are relieved only by a small windows, arranged in pairs. An
open fronted tram shelter, built of matching materials, fronted the tower’s east elevation,
to which it was connected with a covered link over a segmental arched link bridge. These
features were probably removed shortly after the lift was closed for structural reasons, in
1979. The shelter’s five-bay east elevation featured circular columns under a faience
entablature and brick parapet (Fig.27). The decorative pediment over the central bay was
distinctly ‘moderne’, compared with the otherwise neo-classical character of the structure.
On each side of a large opening the word ‘LIFT’ was fixed in raised letters, while the frieze
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Fig.29 View showing relationship of Cabin Lift and Pulhamite cliffs
below was lettered ‘THE CABIN’. It is presumed that these were cast in bronze. There was
originally a hatch giving access to the machine space above the shelter’s roof, but this is
now blocked. Windows to the shelter’s end elevations were tripartite, with multi-paned
timber frames. The covered link to the lift tower was treated in a similar way. It was rebuilt
without the segmental arch, and at the same time the entrance to the lift was heavily
modified with plain, regular tiles in two buff shades, arranged to form the letters ‘CABIN
LIFT’. The panelled, hardwood doors may be contemporary. These features are contained
within modern red brick under a shallow, metal-covered canopy. The site of the shelter is
indicated by a concrete-capped solid brick parapet, which once formed its base. The parapet
extends to north and south of this area, but these parts are decorated with regular, pierced
openings (Fig.30). The pierced parapet is interrupted by plain sections of brickwork, which
rise above the coping level (Fig.39). These may have carried nameboards for the tram stop,
and possibly offered protection for fixed benches.
Below the area covered by the site of the shelter and the flanking terraces are the former
public conveniences. Access is via concrete ramps to the north and south elevations.
Retaining walls protect the promenade above the ramps; these are built of artificial stone in
snecked courses, with concrete copings (Fig.31). Due to the difference in level within a
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Fig.30 South west corner. Solid parapet indicates extent of demolished shelter and
covered link
confined space, the ramps double back on themselves, and there are tight bends at the
change of direction. The public conveniences, which were probably refurbished in the1970s,
have been closed for a long period, and are now derelict. The entrances were under simple,
round-arched openings, and each set of the facilities had four windows overlooking the
lower promenade. These were timber-framed, and arranged to match the configuration of
the openings in the tram shelter above. Flat, gauged-brick arches are set immediately below
the faience band.
The grassed bank slopes steeply down from this level, meeting the vertical edge of the
Pulhamite crags at the tower’s west elevation. The artificial rocks have been sprayed or
rendered with a concrete slurry, which have compromised their appearance, and there is
much evidence of lime leaching to the surface, where there is prominent streaking.
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Fig.31 South elevation, viewed from ramp to former Ladies’ toilets
The narrow intermediate terrace is situated one storey above the lower promenade, and
the twin blocked openings in the tower indicate that it was formerly served by the lift
(Fig.32). An aerial photograph of 1946 suggests that they were in use at the time (Fig.22) but
the service had evidently been discontinued by the 1960s (Fig.25). Stubs of five I-beams are
visible in the wall; these supported a narrow canopy above the doors.
The lower promenade entrance appears to have been radically altered at the time of the
tram shelter’s demolition. As built, the doorways were enclosed within a striking concreterendered portal, of more obviously Art Deco appearance than the remainder of the building
(Fig.25). The jambs and lintel progressively stepped in towards the entrance, and the word
‘LIFT’ was displayed in large letters above the centre. The structure originally projected from
the retaining wall, but in its modernised form it is flush with the artificial rocks (Fig.33).
Similar tiles as those seen at the upper level have been used, and these spell out the word
‘LIFT’. The connecting passage was subdivided unequally, and two differently-sized planked
hardwood doors were installed at the same time.
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Fig.32 Former intermediate level entrance

Fig.33 Lower entrance, with blocked intermediate level entrance visible above
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Fig.34 West elevation from lower promenade level

Fig.35 East elevation. Solid brick parapet indicates extent of former tram shelter and
covered link over bridge
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Fig.36 South elevation from upper promenade level
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Fig.37 North elevation from upper promenade level
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Fig.38 Pierced parapet to north of tram shelter site

Fig.39 Upper part of ramp leading to former Gents’ toilets
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Fig.40 Dividing wall between ramps leading to former Gents’ toilets

Fig.41 Pulhamite rockeries, south of Cabin Lift
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Interior
The interior of the upper lift landing was comprehensively refurbished in the late 20 th
century, and none of the original finishes or machinery remains in situ. Most of the internal
rearrangement probably dates from the time of the lift’s renewal, in 1991, which was
carried out about ten years after the partial demolition of the tram shelter and covered link.
The landing is subdivided into four small spaces, comprising a lobby, a lift shaft, access to
the roof space, and a sealed void which may have been intended to house the second lift.
Interior walls are plastered, and the floor is finished with modern plain tiles. The lift car is
kept immobilised at the upper level, with its doors left in the open position (Fig.42). It was
manufactured by Otis Elevators plc, and has a capacity of 13 persons. It occupies the south
east corner, the original lift(s) having been located across the west wall. Natural daylight is
admitted from the north window to the lobby; the remaining two windows were either
dummies, or have been sealed during the refurbishment. Access to the roof space is via a
door into a small lobby, which contains a metal ladder (Fig.44).

Fig.42 Upper level: interior of 1991 Otis lift car
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Fig.43 Upper landing: signs dating from the 1991-2 period of operation
The roof space is surprisingly empty of lift machinery (Figs.44, 46). This chamber would have
been fully occupied with motors, gearboxes, sheaves and controls when originally fitted out,
but it is assumed that the machinery serving the present lift is located at the base of the
shaft, as is usual with more modern installations. It has not been possible to verify this, due
to a lack of access. The position of the steel lifting beam indicates that it was installed at the
time of the modernisation, as it is designed to carry the load of the existing lift car when
undergoing maintenance or repair.
Part of the roof structure is exposed to view in the south west corner (Fig.47). It was
replaced in 2012, and is of timber construction. The ceiling is of shuttered concrete; it is not
clear whether it is an original feature.
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Fig.44 Ladder from upper landing to machinery space, north west corner

Fig.45 Machinery space, looking south
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Fig.46 Machinery space, looking north east

Fig.47 Interior of roof, replaced in 2012
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Fig.48 Former Ladies’ toilets: view looking south, cubicles to right
The former public conveniences are situated one storey below the lift entrance, the floor of
the demolished tram shelter serving as the roof. The present condition is poor, having
suffered continual vandalism since closure, but enough of the interior remains to show that
the layout matches the designs shown on the original plans (Fig.12). The Ladies’
conveniences were located to the south of the lift tower (Fig.48). The Gents’ was mirrored in
plan to the north, with relevant differences in detail; between the two were the attendant’s
facilities. Divisions between the cubicles are of brick or block, and it is possible that they are
loadbearing. Most of the cubicle doors are missing, but the half-glazed doors formerly
separating the attendant’s rooms from the main spaces are present but mostly detached
from their frames (Figs.49, 51). No trace of the window joinery appears to have survived
repeated attacks by vandals, and the openings are now covered by metal panels. Large
areas of the walls were faced with mottled tiles in a late 20 th century refurbishment – pink
for the Ladies, blue for the Gents – which have a distinctively 1970s appearance to them. In
places, the original white glazed brickwork is still exposed to view (Fig.50). All the sanitary
ware has been removed or badly vandalised. A pressure vessel, or pump, is located on the
floor of the former Gents’ facilities, against the west wall (Fig.50). This was part of a system
which pumped waste via the vertical pipe (Fig.53) into the sewer, which runs at a higher
level under the promenade pavement.
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Fig.49 Former Ladies’ toilets: detached door, probably from attendant’s room

Fig.50 Former Gents’ toilets: pressure vessel and detached door
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Fig.51 Former toilets; original door joinery to attendant’s room

Fig.52 Former Gents’ toilets: interior of entrance
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Fig.53 Former toilets: ascending pipe from pump to sewer below promenade

Fig.54 Lower entrance: view to promenade, showing glazed brickwork on right
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Access to the lower lift entrance was by means of a passageway built under the
intermediate terrace. The designs show that it was originally guarded with ‘Bostwick’-type
trellis gates, set within a large, full-width opening. The late 20th century modernisation
included many alterations to this area; the passage was split along its length by a brick
dividing wall, and the lift was relocated from the west to the south east corner of the tower.
The passage was divided unequally, the northern part forming the entrance to the lift
Fig.54), while the southern part was sealed off at the end and used as a store (Figs.59, 60).
The tiled floor is probably contemporary with the alterations, but the walls retain their
glazed brick linings, with a plaster frieze over a single course of black glazed bricks, beneath
later decorative finishes (Fig.59). In contrast, the dividing wall is built of conventional
brickwork. The lift lobby is decorated in a similar way. This is located in a former service
area, and it is unlikely that there are any original finishes of interest beneath the present
decorations.
The metal lift doors are contained within a hardwood frame (Fig.55), and have suffered
serious vandalism. Adjoining the lift is the ‘over-travel pit’ which served the original lift car.
It is currently full of debris, much of which was swept in during exceptionally severe storm
conditions (Fig.55). From here, views may be glimpsed up the lift shaft (Figs.57, 58), which
has cement rendered walls, and a concrete ceiling below the upper landing. All the
machinery and steelwork associated with the lift dates from the refurbishment, and no
evidence of the original equipment is apparent.

Fig.55 Lower level: vandalism to lift doors
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Fig.56 Debris in pit at lower level, resulting from sea ingress

Fig.57 View up lift shaft to underside of upper landing
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Fig.58 View up shaft, showing rendered interior and replacement lift gear

Fig.59 Lower entrance: southern section, showing original glazed brickwork to right
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Fig.60 Lower entrance: southern section, with modern division to left and at end

2.3 Setting
Characterisitics
The topographical nature of the site presented the architect with an opportunity to make a
bold physical statement. Uncle Tom’s Cabin was already a well-established local destination,
from which the tram stop took its name, but the choice of location was also dictated by the
recently opened boating pool below the tramway, which was proving to be one of the North
Shore’s principal attractions. To install a funicular railway, the usual solution in such
circumstances, would have been a difficult achievement at this restricted site. A lift tower
could be more architecturally striking, as well as being an effective means of visual
advertisement for the function it served. As viewed from the south, the structure stands in
silhouette, where the cliffs are at their highest point. Both the Cabin Lift and the boating
lake can be clearly seen from as far away as the North Pier (Fig.61).
Approaching from the town centre, the route familiar to most visitors, the tower stands
apart from the taller buildings on the inland side of the promenade. This location permits
even a single storey structure to stand out as a landmark at the upper promenade level. Its
context within the contemporary arrangement of artificial cliffs and paths is also apparent
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Fig.61 Distant view from North Pier
(Figs.62, 63). North of the site, the coastline appears less contrived, with larger areas of
grass in place of the rockeries, perhaps a sign that the less frequented parts of the coastline
were not judged to warrant the same levels of investment (Figs. 64, 65).
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Fig.62 View from Pulhamite rockeries to the south

Fig.63 Ramped path and Pulhamite rockeries south of Cabin Lift
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Fig.64 Looking south from ramped path

Fig.65 Ramped path and grass bank to north
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The boating pool, designed originally as an open-air swimming bath, is the North Shore’s
dominating feature for some distance in either direction (Figs.66, 67). The line of the sea
wall swells out to encircle the pool, creating a manmade promontory in the process. The
large expanses of concrete (more apparent since the conversion from pool to go-kart track)
are in stark contrast to the naturalistic treatment given to the cliffs and banks.
Wide views out to sea take in a range of varied features, depending on weather conditions.
These include the Morecambe Bay offshore windfarm, shipping entering the ports of
Fleetwood and Heysham, and distant views of the mountains of the Southern Lakes (Fig.68).

Fig. 66 Lower promenade and former boating pool
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Fig.67 Former boating pool from upper level, showing replacement fence panels

Fig.68 View towards Black Combe, with Isle of Man ferry approaching Heysham
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The nature of Blackpool’s historical development is reflected in some of the physical
characteristics to be seen on the upper level of the promenade. Comparison of the
Ordnance Survey maps reveals that the original Uncle Tom’s Cabin was an isolated
attraction in open country, well to the north of the town centre. Construction of the better
quality hotels along the seafront appears to have been spurred by the amalgamation of the
two existing tramways to form a continuous route. It seems that the Cabin Lift was chosen
as the northern limit of hotel development, from a 1930s point of view, although it is
probable that expansion may have continued had the Second World War not intervened.
This aspect of the urban landscape is very apparent when looking towards the town centre
from the tram stop, with the block incorporating the Sheraton Hotel marking the end of the
line of large-scale commercial development (Fig.69).
The present-day configuration of the tramway still provides clues about the formerly rural
nature of the coastline north of this point. The track of the ‘urban’ part of the original route,
south from Uncle Tom’s Cabin, was paved and freely open to pedestrians, whereas the
northern section retains its fenced-off ‘reserved track’ status, with ballasted track fully
segregated from all other traffic, as would be necessary in the open country (Figs.70, 71).
The decorative concrete panel fences which separate the tramway from the road and
promenade, are a distinctive feature of the route north from the Cabin. A number of designs
exist, and these appear to have been manufactured exclusively for Blackpool’s tramway
system. Northwards from here, the transition to low rise, low density, residential
development, of mostly postwar vintage, is another reminder of how sparsely populated the
area would have been until comparatively recently. Genting’s Casino, an eccentric mixture
of domestic revival and neo-gothic styles, occupies the middle ground between the two
major phases of development (Fig.72). It was originally known as ‘The Castle’, and is locally
listed.

Fig.69 Post-1932 hotel development opposite Cabin Lift
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Fig.70 Start of ‘reserved track’ tramway, north of Cabin Lift

Fig.71 Relationship between road and ‘reserved track’
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Fig.72 ‘The Castle’: Genting Casino

Changes and impacts
The immediate environs of the Cabin Lift have undergone little in the way of physical change since
its completion in 1930, but the decline in visitor numbers to what was always a less well patronised
part of the resort has led to changes in the function of the boating pool, and closure of the facilities
at the Cabin Lift, as well as its partial demolition. Although disused, the Cabin Lift is still a familiar
landmark whose loss would amount to a negative impact on the character of the North Shore.

2.4 Archaeological overview
Very little archaeological investigation has been carried out in the Blackpool district, and
much remains to be discovered about its pre-medieval history. Two excavations of 1881 and
1911, in the urban area, have yielded Bronze Age stone axes and hammers, as well as the
site of a round cairn (Blackpool Historic Town Assessment Report, p1); evidence of a Roman
presence has so far consisted only of coins. To date, no known post-Roman or early
medieval sites have been identified.
The scale of the comprehensive reconstruction of the coastline that took place in the early
20th century would imply that the survival of any sites or artefacts of archaeological interest
in this area is very improbable. The civil engineering associated with the building of the
Cabin Lift and the surrounding artificial cliffs is likely to have erased anything of significance.
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3. Significance
3.1 Definition of Significance
According to the National Planning Policy Framework, the definition of significance in a
heritage context is
‘The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest.
That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives
not only from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting’. (Annex 2:
Glossary, NPPF, Department of communities and Local Government, 2012).
Historic England defines it as ‘The sum of the cultural and national heritage values of a
place, often set out in a statement of significance’. (p72, Conservation Principles, Policies
and Guidance, English Heritage, 2008).
Historic England uses a range of well-established categories to associate significance with
the physical and cultural qualities of a heritage asset, briefly summarised as
Evidential value: derives from the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human
activity;
Historical value: derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can
be connected through a place to the present. It tends to be illustrative or associative;
Aesthetic value: derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a place;
Communal value: derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or for
whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. Communal values are closely
bound up with historical (particularly associative) and aesthetic values, but tend to have
additional and specific aspects. (pp28-32, Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance,
English Heritage, 2008).
Significance, as it applies to heritage assets, results from a combination of these values. It
enables the unique qualities of the asset to be clearly identified, and provides evidence of
values that can be used to support positive outcomes in any development that may affect
the asset in the future.
In its assessment of the application for listing of the Cabin Lift in 2010, English Heritage set
out the following justifications in favour:
‘The Cabin Lift is recommended for designation at Grade II for the following principal
reasons:
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It is a nationally rare type of seaside structure that is of interest as part of the history and
development of certain seaside resorts
It is of a well-executed design and uses good-quality material to good effect that can be
particularly appreciated from the upper promendade
It is a conspicuous and eye-catching structure especially when viewed to maximum effect
from the lower promenade
The Cabin Lift’s architectural merit contributes significantly to Blackpool’s importance as a
holiday resort of national and international significance’.
These themes are discussed in more detail under the various headings below.

3.2 Archaeological significance
The shoreline in the vicinity of the Cabin Lift has undergone extensive change since the early
20th century, in the form of civil engineering works to protect the coastline from the sea,
and the creation of the boating pool. The reinforcement and reprofiling of the cliff faces is
likely to have eliminated anything of archaeological significance that might have been
located here.
Archaeological remains may exist below the upper promenade level, although excavations
for the main sewer and other services will have caused extensive disturbance.The cliff top
location affords a good vantage point, which would have made it an attractive site for
settlement.
The structure of the Cabin Lift is of value in the study of building and industrial archaeology,
being a product of the late industrial age, when electricity had superseded hydraulic and
steam power sources for the operation of hoists and lifts. It is also a well-recorded subject,
as the original architects’ drawings and other documents relating to the particular site
survive in the local authority’s archive.

3.3 Architectural significance
Uncle Tom’s Cabin was one of three stops on the northern section of the tramway where it
was felt that investment in more elaborate facilities could be justified. The others were
Bispham and Little Bispham, whose buildings, like those at the Cabin Lift, were designed by
John Charles Robinson (1879-1954), Borough Surveyor to Blackpool Corporation. After
eleven years as an assistant in a Wiltshire architect’s office, he worked in the London
practice of Sir Banister Fletcher (writer of the authoritative ‘A History of World
Architecture’, which remains constantly in print), and also at the Office of Works, where he
was Clerk of Works to Sir Aston Webb, during the time this architect was working on designs
for the main elevations of Buckingham Palace.
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The main part of his career was spent at Blackpool Corporation, where he served from 1920
to retirement in 1944, by which time he had held the post of Borough Surveyor for about 20
years. His contribution to Blackpool’s architecture was prolific and varied, covering a wide
range of building types. The forms and styles he used evolved over the long period he was in
office, running from a free interpretation of neoclassicism to the overtly Art Deco.
The Cabin Lift was built around the middle of his tenure, and it is an example of one of his
transitional designs which blends historical detail with modern forms in original ways. Like
the Cabin Lift, Bispham Station, completed two years later, in 1932, is also quite
conservative in its architectural detail, but neither building could be mistaken for being
anything other than a product of the 20th century (Fig.73). This hesitancy had disappeared
by the time Little Bispham Station opened in 1935 (Fig.74). With its bull-nosed ends and
uninhibited details, the building is distinctively ‘moderne’ in shape and decoration.
In spite of all the diversity, there is a recognisable family resemblance that is shared
between these and Robinson’s other buildings. This is mainly due to the choice of materials:
his preference was for large expanses of rough-textured, reddish brown brickwork, set off
with dressings in faience, artificial stone or concrete. It seems that there was a conscious

Fig.73 Bispham Tram Station
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Fig.74 Little Bispham Tram Station
effort to set apart Blackpool’s public buildings from their context of red brick houses and
commercial attractions, against which they appeared dependable and permanent. There is a
strong impression that Robinson’s intention was to brand Blackpool with its own corporate
house style by means of its architecture. It is likely that the well-known and contemporary
development of London Transport’s corporate image, much of which depended on
consistency of architectural design, may well have influenced him. It might also explain the
timing of the introduction of Blackpool’s new fleet of streamlined tram cars; these together
with the new tram stations would have promoted a forward-looking ‘total look’, which few
other local authorities ever managed to achieve.
The form of the Cabin Lift has been dictated by its location and function. At the lower level,
it has been aligned symmetrically with the boating pool, while the layout of the terraces and
public conveniences are balanced either side of the tower on the upper promenade. Much
of the visual impact of the tower depends upon the composition of its elevations. To reflect
its function, the bulk of the structure is austere, with only a small number of paired false
windows to break up the large areas of plain brickwork. All decoration is concentrated
towards the top, where it is clearly visible from the upper promenade level. The
architectural detailing is restrained, carefully avoiding the effusiveness of the previous
generation of seaside architecture.
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3.4 Aesthetic significance
Cliff lifts were not built in large numbers around Britain’s coast, funicular railways usually
being the preferred option. Local topography dictated their appearance as much as the
choice of architectural style. The lift at Whitby’s West Cliff travels a greater distance than
that at the Cabin Lift, but it lacks any dramatic presence because it is completely buried
underground. Construction directly against the cliff face is more commonplace, as
represented by Ramsgate’s West Cliff Lift (Fig.78) and Margate’s Walpole Bay Lift (Fig.80);
these have been architecturally well considered, but they are too obviously welded to their
surroundings to make a civic statement. Other free-standing lifts of comparable height –
Shanklin (Fig.79) and Marsden Grotto (Fig.81) – while striking, are utilitarian in appearance,
apparently having been designed without an architect’s input.
With the exception of John Burnet, who designed the West Cliff Lift at Ramsgate, Robinson
was probably the most eminent architect to have worked on the design of a cliff lift,
something which is evident in the completed building. The rich architectural detail, confined
to the upper storey of the otherwise plain brick tower, is reminiscent of Italian campaniles
of the Renaissance, an idea reinforced by the neoclassical features of the aedicules, which
are suggestive of a belfry. The tower’s setting against the contemporary naturalistic crags
and steep banks conveys a sense of picturesque romanticism and drama.
The use of materials and combination of architectural styles is representative of Robinson’s
adoption of a ‘corporate image’ for Blackpool’s civic buildings, making his work easily
identifiable from its surroundings. Mellow brickwork and carefully designed faience details
give an air of dignity without pomposity. Some of Robinson’s inspiration for classical
ornament may derive from his earlier career with Aston Webb, the architect responsible for
the main elevations of Buckingham Palace. The loss of the tram shelter, while regrettable,
does not greatly detract from the main aesthetic appeal of the composition.

3.5 Historical significance
Historical context
A short-lived timber structure at Saltburn appears to have been the first example of a cliff
lift to be built at a seaside resort in Britain (Fig.75). It was operated by a water tank, which
counterbalanced the lift cage, but this had to be emptied in order for passengers to return
to the top (Easdown, p70). Its unreliability led to its replacement with a conventional
funicular, which remains in use today.
One of the earliest examples of a free-standing lift to remain in use is near the church of
Santa Justa, in Lisbon (Fig.76). The inland location is not typical, but it fulfills the same
purpose, and construction principles are similar. Its proximity to the church has inspired the
application of gothic detailing to the iron structure, in the manner of a medieval bell tower.
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Fig.75 Saltburn: lift of 1870, replaced by funicular in 1884 (East Cleveland Archives)

Fig.76 Lisbon: Santa Justa, 1901 (postcard, c1990)
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Among the first generation of reliable seaside lifts to be completed in Britain were the
Madeira Drive Lift in Brighton, of 1890, and Ramsgate’s Harbour Lift of 1910 (Fig.77).
Brighton’s lift was originally water powered, but that at Ramsgate was electrically operated
from the start. Elaborate architectural ornamentation was a feature of both, Brighton’s
being inspired by the style of the nearby Royal Pavilion.
The Cabin Lift was untypical in the degree of embellishment that was applied to its exterior.
Art Deco or Modernist-inspired compositions were generally favoured, where architectural
design was considered at all. Surviving examples include Ramsgate’s West Cliff Lift of 1929
(Fig.78), Walpole Bay at Margate of 1934 (Fig.80), and Marsden Grotto at South Shields of
circa 1938 (Fig. 81). Shanklin’s lift was rebuilt in 1958, to replace an earlier structure of the
1890s (Fig.79).
The dramatic Lacerda Elevator at Salvador in Brazil is an impressive Art Deco replacement of
a lift that was originally opened in 1873 (Fig.82). Aside from its great height, it is more
typical of lifts in the UK, in that it stands in a coastal location. China has been responsible for
some of the more recently built free-standing lift towers. The best-known examples are
situated in the national parks, where they convey visitors great heights down valley sides,
while others are intended as tourist attractions in their own right.

Fig.77 Ramsgate: Harbour Lift, 1910
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Fig.78 Ramsgate: West Cliff Lift, 1929

Fig.79 Shanklin: Cliff Lift, 1893, rebuilt 1958 (postcard, 1960s)
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Fig.80 Margate: Walpole Bay, 1934

Fig.81 Marsden Grotto, South Shields, c1938 (Pearson, p90)
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Fig.82 Salvador, Bahia, Brazil: Lacerda Elevator, 1873, rebuilt 1930 (postcard, c1990)
Origins of the Cabin Lift
The promenades were all built at the height of Blackpool’s expansion which would see it
become Britain’s most popular seaside resort. Earlier attempts to reinforce the vulnerable
coastline had been piecemeal and had not proved to be durable. The development of the
town continued in leaps and bounds, as it attempted to meet the demands of the
burgeoning influx of long stay visitors, who had benefited from the passing of the Bank
Holiday Act of 1871. This granted industrial workers four additional statutory holidays; it
proved to be a spur to Blackpool’s growth, as it would seem that any major investment
would now provide a guaranteed and healthy return.
The embanking of the coastline adjoining the expanding town was intended primarily to
protect it from storms, but it also provided a large open ‘playground’ where visitors could
enjoy a range of activities from long distance walking to sunbathing when the beach was
inaccessible at high tide. The Borough minutes show that the promenade had a magnetic
attraction from the time of its opening.
Extensions of the promenade to the north of the town centre were carried out in
conjunction with the rebuilding of the inadequate sea wall, as the North Shore began to be
developed for ‘select’ hotels and other better quality accommodation for Blackpool’s more
prosperous visitors. It is likely that the presence of the cliffs would have hindered the
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commercial exploitation of the area until this late date, their height and unstable condition
being obstacles to investment in property development and enjoyment of the beach.
Reinforcement of the coastline did not resolve the problems of access. The new boating
pool was a popular draw soon after its opening, and the need for unimpeded freedom of
movement became even more urgent.
A cliff lift was a more satisfactory solution than a funicular in the cramped location, as it
could be more easily kept clear of the lower promenade, which passed between the boating
pool and the foot of the cliff.
In essence, the arrangement of machinery in cliff lifts was similar to that installed in typical
office blocks of the time, with the obvious difference that they were housed in free-standing
towers. Little is currently known about the Cabin Lift’s original machinery, as all trace
appears to have been removed at the time of the refurbishment. The Borough minutes
imply that the chosen contractor was William Wadsworth & Sons Limited, of Bolton. This
manufacturer ceased trading in 1985, but its surviving company records are now in the care
of Bolton Archives, where it is possible relevant documents may be found:
William Wadsworth & Sons Ltd, lifts and hoist manufacturers
TNA: Bolton Archives Local Studies Service:
Ref ZZ/443: Orders, specifications and instructions, publicity material, photos and
video film (1896-1985). NRA catalogue reference: NRA 34859 Wadsworth.
The physical conditions at the North Shore permitted the designer with an opportunity to
make a bold architectural statement, which he succeeded in achieving. The Cabin Lift is the
most ambitious example of the building type, not just for its architectural treatment, but
also for the unique inclusion of complementary facilities – lift, tram shelter and public
conveniences – under one roof.
The Cabin Lift is pre-eminent among the small number of cliff lifts which have received listed
status. The fact that it has attained this recognition in spite of the loss of the tram shelter
and original lift equipment can be interpreted as a measure of the overall high quality of its
design.
The identity of contractors and suppliers has not been recorded in the material used in
research for this report, but there is a probability that those who worked on Robinson’s
other projects may also have been responsible for the Cabin Lift. Records for some of these
may be more complete. Further research may disclose that identical faience blocks were
used in other local buildings, which might lead to confirmation of the manufacturer’s name.
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3.6 Communal significance
The Cabin Lift is a well-loved and instantly recognisable landmark, and is one of the symbols
of the North Shore. Tourism had quickly recovered after the First World War, and numbers
continued to grow through the 1920s. Its building coincided with the Wall Street Crash of
1929, leading to the Great Depression, whose effects were felt for the next ten years. A
lesser known aspect of the Cabin Lift’s history may be its possible role in unemployment
relief. Some of the Borough’s later projects were in part intended to perform this function.
Contemporary postcards illustrate the popularity of the boating pool, despite its remoteness
from the town centre. It would be impossible to estimate the number of people who have
passed by or used the Cabin Lift since its opening in 1930. It is very likely that the site will
have evoked personal and sentimental recollections in the many who have visited Blackpool
in the ensuing 90 years.
The contribution made towards the campaign to list the Cabin Lift by local residents should
also be appreciated. Persistence was required, as designation as a Grade II building was only
conferred after a second application was made.

3.7 Degrees of Significance
Features of High Significance: items that should be retained and conserved:
Complete architectural composition, including arrangement of fenestration, faience details,
copper roof covering, flag pole, ramps to public conveniences, brick and masonry parapets
and retaining walls, Pulhamite cliffs and grass banks
Views towards Cabin Lift from upper and lower promenades and boating lake, and from
North Pier
Views from Cabin Lift, including sea vista, views along upper and lower promenades
Original street furniture, including concrete fencing enclosing tramway and edge of upper
promenade
Features of Medium Significance: original elements that should only be altered or
removed if they compromise the future of the structure:
Exterior door joinery at upper entrance, detached window and door joinery to public
conveniences
Glazed brick walls to public conveniences and lower entrance lobby
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Features of Low Significance: the loss of these items may be acceptable if necessary to
secure the future of the structure:
Replacement lift car and machinery
Room layout of former public conveniences
Floor finishes
Features of Negative Significance: incongruous items which negatively impact on
enjoyment of the structure. Opportunities for their removal should be considered:
Canopy and signage at upper level
1970s tiling at upper and lower levels, modern doors and windows
Dividing wall in lower lobby
Substandard brickwork and pointing adjoining upper entrance
Security covers over doors and windows to public conveniences
Structural vertical cracks in north and south elevations
Cracks to render and around corroded stubs of beams over blocked intermediate entrance
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4. Condition of the structure
The Cabin Lift has remained in a good overall condition throughout its life, in spite of its
exposed location, but the appearance of some long vertical cracks near the base of the
tower has prompted Blackpool Council to seek advice from civil and structural engineers. A
structural appraisal report was produced by Hermolle Associates in 2009, in which it was
concluded that it was generally sound and well-constructed, but had a number of defects
that required monitoring: there was a very slight lean towards the west; vertical cracks to
the base of the north and south walls of the tower may have been caused either by
differential movement of the embankment in relation to the tower, or to differential
expansion in the embankment and the lift tower. Some of the faience around one of the
windows was found to be loose. Other, non-structural defects were also noted, such as
damp ingress through the lift shaft walls, and leakage from the roof, which was
subsequently replaced in matching materials.
The vertical cracks were monitored for movement in 2009, and inspected in 2012 and 2015.
The 2015 structural appraisal observes that ‘there has not been any significant outward
rotation of the building structure during the intervening 6 years since we first measured the
building’. While there had been movement to the overall structure, it had been noted that
the vertical cracks had continued to widen, suggesting a local cause, such as concealed
steelwork corroding within the wall, or frost expansion. It was recommended that trial
excavations be made to establish the causes, and to determine the structural relationship of
the lift tower with the embankment.
Apart from structural issues, the Cabin Lift has experienced the usual problems associated
with long periods of disuse. At upper promenade level, the window frames appear to be in a
poor state, and are probably in need of replacement. The good condition of the upper lobby
interior is due mainly to the renewal of the roof, but the interior of the remaining parts of
the building have suffered badly from repeated and sustained vandalism. All fixtures and
fittings inside the former public conveniences have been destroyed or removed, although a
few original doors remain in place. External door and window openings have been protected
with steel sheeting, but these have not always proved an effective deterrent. Security is a
matter of concern to the manager of the go-kart track, who leases the Cliff Lift, as his
computer hub is located inside this part of the building.
The lower promenade entrance lobby has also suffered damage, through water ingress as
well as vandalism. The doors protecting the lift shaft have been attacked, with one leaf now
hanging off its runners, and there is evidence of debris in the adjoining pit, which has been
swept in during stormy conditions. Most remaining damage is limited to damp staining and
peeling plaster, caused by water leakage from the intermediate terrace immediately above.
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5. Conservation issues and capacity for change
It is not within the scope of this Conservation Statement to include a survey of condition,
and any observations noted in it which refer to states of repair should be borne with this in
mind. The services of a suitably qualified professional should be sought when considering
this subject in detail.
There is a presumption in favour of retaining a listed building and its more significant
features, and this principle must be given priority whilst reviewing any proposals that might
affect the Cabin Lift or its setting. All options should be explored before alteration or
demolition is contemplated. Whilst the removal of items of negative value might be
normally desirable, their retention could be regarded as acceptable if this assists in
prolonging the life of the heritage asset, or enables a possible new use to be found for it.
Existing and proposed heritage designations applied, or likely to be applied, to the historic
context in which the Cabin Lift is located should be taken into consideration when proposing
interventions of any kind that might affect its setting. Designations relevant to the Cabin Lift
site (in addition to its own Grade II listed status) include the North Promenade Conservation
Area (see Fig.83), and two locally listed structures (the Artificial cliffs and the Genting
Casino).
Every effort should be made to retain the existing sightlines towards and away from the
Cabin Lift, with special attention being given to any changes that might impede the vistas
along the coast and out to sea.
The Cabin Lift’s situation on the edge of the promenade renders it vulnerable to the full
force of gales and sea spray. Historically, serious damage appears to have been rare, but
constant exposure to salty winds causes rapid failure of paintwork. Gloss finishes become
dulled, and shrinkage of the protective layers allows conspicuous rust staining to develop.
Wooden components deteriorate quickly once the paint has started to crack.
Other longstanding negative impacts include low level vandalism, antisocial behaviours, and
fouling of the leadwork by seagulls.
Potential new uses
In order to minimise possible negative impacts on the integrity of the listed building, it is
probable that the most desirable outcome would be for the Cabin Lift to resume its
originally intended function, that of a means of conveyance between the two promenade
levels. Aside from conservation matters, there are additional practical considerations which
support this idea.
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Fig.83 North Promenade Conservation Area (Blackpool Council)
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A letter received by the local MP from a constituent in 2013 highlighted the continuing
problem of access between the upper and lower promenades, which had remained
unresolved since the closure of the lift in the early 1990s. The existing paths are too steep
for most wheelchair users and many older people. The demographics represented by these
groups will become larger, as life expectancy continues to increase. Seaside towns, including
Blackpool, tend to have larger numbers of people who fit these categories.
Unfortunately, experience during the brief period of operation has shown that it is difficult
to run the lift without risk of financial loss. Some day to day costs could be reduced if staff
were dispensed with, but an unattended facility would require prior investment in the form
of an alarm button, to comply with safety requirements, and closed circuit cameras, to deter
anti-social behaviour.
A speculative proposal to convert the Cabin Lift into a private house was received by the
Council in 2015, but this did not proceed to the planning stage. Many of the alterations
were inconsistent with the character of the building. Some of the inappropriate extensions
had been prompted by the inadequate floor area of the existing building. The sewer under
the promenade precludes enlargement of the former public conveniences. One possible
way of overcoming this problem would be to reconstruct the tram shelter. The increased
floor area would probably attract more interest from potential buyers, and would assist in
making the building more adaptable to a wider range of viable new uses.
New public conveniences and tram shelters have been constructed in the vicinity of the
Cabin Lift, as part of the tramway’s modernisation; the original shelter, if rebuilt, would be
available for other purposes. There is a strong case to be made for a faithful reproduction of
the 1930 design, should reconstruction go ahead, since Robinson’s drawings survive as
reference material, as do many photographs. Recreation of the decorative faience would
assist in the maintenance of rare and declining skills, some of which are still available within
Lancashire, at Darwen.
Conversion of the structure for a leisure-related business use is another possible option.
Ideally, this would take the form of an activity centre, which could be devised to
complement the existing go-kart concern in the former boating pool. It has been noted that
the Base Camp Climbing Towers, situated at Seasiders’ Way, are equal in height to the
difference between the promenade levels at the Cabin Lift (20 metres). Should it be decided
that there is no future for the lift’s original function, it might be feasible to consider
adaptation of the tower’s interior to provide ‘all weather’ climbing walls. Professional advice
would be required to address the practicalities, and any new installations would need to be
carefully designed to avoid possible damage to the original structure.
Consideration of any new use that proposed removal of the lift would have to allow for
compensating measures to enhance access between the promenade levels. This could take
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the form of a new path to the north of the site, laid to adequate widths and with gradients
suitable for wheelchairs and mobility scooters.
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6. Outline policies
The following policies have been devised in response to the findings of this report. They take
into account the various categories of significance that apply to the shelters and their
settings. They have been drafted in light of current legislation and planning policy guidance,
national and local, as they relate to the conservation of heritage assets.
The policies are compatible with the aims set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework: ‘The objective of the policies is to maintain and manage change to heritage
assets in a way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance.’

6.1 Outline policies
6.1.1 General philosophy
Policy 1
Ensure that any new proposals affecting the Cabin Lift and its setting take into account the
aesthetic, architectural, archaeological, historic and social values of the Cabin Lift and its
relationship with the townscape and coastline. Preference should be given to those which
advocate a positive and sustainable use of the Cabin Lift within the overall scheme.

6.1.2 Legislation and consultation
Policy 2
Ensure that all legal obligations concerning the Cabin Lift’s status as a listed building, and
the North Promenade’s designation as a Conservation Area, are met, and all options for its
future use are fully explored when considering proposals for the Cabin Lift and its setting.
Policy 3
Notify the relevant national Amenity Societies and statutory consultees at the preliminary
stage of any development proposal, and maintain regular communications between
Blackpool Council Heritage team and the Local Planning Authority.

6.1.3 Maintenance of the built environment
Policy 4
Commission a new survey of condition and institute a programme of repairs and regular
maintenance to a suitable standard to ensure that the structure is kept in a secure and
presentable state. Allocate funds to enable this to be carried out.
Policy 5
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Keep the Cabin Lift and its environs under regular observation, looking out for maintenance
issues such as faulty rainwater goods and vandalism, and take immediate remedial action as
they occur.

6.1.4 Development and planning
Policy 6
Potential risks to the significance of the Cabin Lift and its setting should be taken into
account when reviewing development proposals for sites in the vicinity of the listed
building. Any proposal that promotes the restoration of the Cabin Lift to its original function
and without physical alteration to its fabric should be given preferential consideration.
Policy 7
Where possible, no original fabric should be altered, except for necessary repairs. Original
features, if damaged or missing, should be accurately replicated, using identical or similar
materials.
Policy 8
Any new works, affecting the Cabin Lift and its surroundings, should not conflict with its
character and proportions. The design, detailing and materials of any proposed intervention
should be subject to careful consideration for their potential impact on the structure and its
setting.

6.1.5 Townscape and views
Policy 9
All effort should be made to ensure that the existing views and perspectives are maintained.
Incongruous and visually disruptive interventions should be avoided. The wide coastal vistas
should be preserved. Views towards the Cabin Lift, as well as the way it relates to the
promenades, tramway, street and surrounding buildings are also values which should be
maintained.

6.1.6 Security
Policy 10
The Cabin Lift and its environs should be regularly monitored. Making good the effects of
negative activities such as petty vandalism and antisocial behaviours as soon as they are
detected may act as a deterrent to repeated misdemeanours.
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6.1.7 Ecology
Policy 11
Engage the services of an ecologist to produce a survey and report. The exposed location of
the site would suggest an absence of anything of ecological interest, but this should be
confirmed by a suitably qualified specialist.

6.1.8 Adoption and implementation
Policy 12
This Conservation Statement and its policies should be adopted and implemented by
Blackpool Council, as the owner of the Cabin Lift.

6.2 Recommendations
Policy 13
Prepare a schedule of essential maintenance and repair for the Cabin Lift. Where possible,
devise a plan to discourage anti-social behaviours.
Commission a new survey of condition, as a means to inform the current extent and likely
costs of repair.
Pre-application consultation should be conducted with stakeholders, including National
Amenity Societies, on works requiring statutory approvals.
Care must be taken to ensure that all aspects of maintenance, repair, alterations and
conservation work are carried out to an appropriate standard. Only suitably qualified staff
and contractors should be engaged, and training and/or supervision is to be provided where
necessary to achieve this.
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7. Next steps
This is a series of actions, which if adopted as recommended, should enhance the long term
future of the Cabin Lift and its setting. The sequence of steps should be followed in line with
the Conservation policies and recommendations outlined in Section 6.
1.

Adoption of a new Condition Report.

2.

Adoption of this Conservation Statement.

3.

Implement a programme of care and maintenance, to include regular checks for
anti-social behaviour or damage; it should also be designed to ensure that no
deterioration occurs to the roof coverings, rainwater goods and pavements over the
public conveniences and lower promenade lobby.

4.

Investigate possible sources of funding for the care and maintenance programme.

5.

Commission a costed schedule of works for options for re-use of building.

6.

Undertake any funding applications necessary.

It is expected that actions 1 to 4 would be addressed with immediate effect. Actions 5 and 6
would be undertaken at the earliest opportunity.
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Appendix
Published references on the career of John Charles Robinson (18791954)
1. RIBA (2001): Directory of British Architects 1834-1914. London: Continuum.
v2, p490:
Address:
13 Phoenix Street, London NW, England (1912)
8a Whitehall Place, London SW (1912)
29 New Bridge Street, Ludgate Circus, London EC (1914)
Hampden House, Phoenix Street, London NW (1914)
Education and training:
Articled to Charles Edwin Ponting (1850-1932) 1898, and remained as an assistant until
1910, and as Clerk of Works 1910-11. Clerk of Works to Sir Aston Webb (1849-1930) 1912.
Travelled in France. Passed qualifying exam 1912. Assistant to Messrs Banister Fletcher &
Sons (Banister Fletcher (1833-1899), Banister Flight Fletcher (1866-1953) & Herbert Phillips
Fletcher (1872-1916).
Professional qualifications:
ARIBA 2 Dec 1912: proposed by C E Bateman, A Harrison, G. Hubbard, J Cotton.
Obituaries:
Builder v186, 2 Apr 1954, p606
References:
Who’s who in architecture (1914)
RIBA Nomination Papers A v20 no2349
2. The Thirties Society: ‘Beside the Seaside – a two day tour of NW holiday resorts’.
Written and published by Colin Stansfield (1986).
p94:
Started career in accountant’s office. Studied art and architecture in spare time and entered
office of C E Ponting at Marlborough and stayed for 11 years. From 1911 was managing
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assistant to Sir Banister Fletcher. After World War One served in HM Office of Works and in
1920 was appointed Chief Architectural Assistant to Blackpool. Worked there in the greatest
development in the town was taking place. Had been elected ARIBA in 1912 and a Fellow in
1920. He designed many schools, clinics, baths, shops and houses in the area and retired
from the borough in 1944. Had resigned from RIBA some time earlier. Died in March 1954.
Designed:
Promenade: Colonnades, shelters, lift tower, open air swimming bath 1922; Derby Baths,
Technical College, Collegiate School for Girls, Municipal Offices, Market, Bus Station,
Crematorium Chapel.
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